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Welcome to this Christmas edition of the i3B newsletter. We would 

like to update you with new i3B participants, approved R&D projects, business 

development, events, subsidy calls, the recently founded i3B Special Interest 

Groups, i3B team update, last but not least, a new edition of ‘in the spotlight’ 

with one of our new participants: SODAQ. Enjoy reading!

headlines

Healthy Lifestyle matchmaking & business development support 
The foundations i3B, Health Valley and Food Valley NL joined forces in an EU funded project 

called C.I.A.L.E.1 The foundations together represent the largest ecosystem of innovative SME 

companies in the East Netherlands region. The objective of the project is to establish and  

expand cooperation and innovation amongst SME companies on the cross-over theme 

‘Healthy Lifestyle’. 

On the 6th of April 2017, C.I.A.L.E. will organize a speed date 

and matchmaking event to establish new R&D projects on 

Healthy Lifestyle. C.I.A.L.E. also introduces a business  

development PRIZE. After pre selection, the best business 

ideas will receive free support by professional coaches to develop their business proposition.  

Our participants will receive more information beginning of 2017 on how to participate. 

Mark your agenda! Scheduled i3B events in 2017

date what kind of meeting? time location subject

12-1
i3B meets MARIN 

matchmaking
12.30-18.00 Wageningen

Human factor in maritime 

operations (fully booked)

23-2, 

2-3 or 

3-3

i3B meets WUR ASG 

matchmaking
12.30-18.00 Wageningen Animal monitoring

14-2
NIHC NeurotechNL matchmaking 

Scientific Advisory Board

09.00-13.00 

13.00-15.00

Utrecht 

Utrecht

Healthy Lifestyle agenda

6-4
C.I.A.L.E. event - speeddate 

(i3B, Health Vally, Food Valley NL)
13.30-18.00

Utrecht or 

Amsterdam
Healthy Lifestyle

13-4 or 

20-4 

C.I.A.L.E. meets Alliantie Voeding 

matchmaking
12.30-18.00 Hospital, Ede

Newsletter
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8-9

Participant meeting 

i3B Café

15.00-17.00 

17.00-19.00

Wageningen 

Wageningen

Animal monitoring event  

(in collaboration with 

WAFL 2017)

28-9
Scientific Advisory Board* 

i3B Café

15.00-17.00 

17.00-19.00

Nijmegen 

Nijmegen

Neurotechnology 

24-11
Participant meeting 

Annual symposium

11.00-13.00 

13.30-19.00

Nijmegen 

Nijmegen

Virtual reality and impact 

on behavior

* Neurovation event

The data above are provisional. The i3B calendar updates can be found here:  

www.i3b.org/calendar-overview

i3B enhances Social Media
Join i3B on Social Media now! You can find us on Twitter (www.twitter.com/i3Bfoundation) and 

follow our public LinkedIn page (www.linkedin.com/company/i3b) for the latest i3B news, 

business opportunities and other updates. The participant-only i3B group on LinkedIn is facili-

tated by our new Marketing Communications colleague Jan-Pieter Meijering (more info later in 

the newsletter). He facilitates discussions and shares updates for research and business op-

portunities for i3B participants. Register here: www.linkedin.com/groups/i3B-8159212/about 

i3B Special Interest Groups
One of the latest developments is the establishment of Special Interest Groups (SIG). These 

are subgroups with maximum of eight members, participants of the i3B network, which share 

insights in specialized fields. Besides sharing knowledge, the main goal of the SIGs is to start 

new R&D projects and to realize societal impact with i3B participants. 

The theme of the first SIG is ‘Animal Monitoring and Behavior’. The members are Kees Lok-

horst (WUR/Van Hall Larenstein, chairman), Hans Hopster (Van Hall Larenstein), and Lenny 

van Erp (HAS Den Bosch), Lucas Noldus (Noldus IT), Simon Haafs (i3B) and will be completed 

with an ICT lecturer.

The theme of the second SIG is ‘Healthy Brain/Food’. The chairman is Thea van Kemenade, 

business developer and responsible for public private partnerships at Radboud University.  

We have selected potential members and will approach these soon. 

new participants

i3B is pleased to announce the new participants that recently joined our network: 

FarmResult 
www.farmresult.nl

FarmResult delivers management software and data acquisition software for livestock farming. 

Making use of our multi sensor connector FarmBox, the facts at farm or animal level (weight, 

food intake, water intake, temperature, NH3 level, et cetera) are gathered in a structured way 

and can be compared with planned indicators.

http://www.wafl2017.com
http://www.i3b.org/calendar-overview
http://www.twitter.com/i3Bfoundation
http://www.linkedin.com/company/i3b
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/i3B-8159212/about
http://www.farmresult.nl
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Our management systems are suitable for PC, tablet and 

smartphone. Daily performance reports and dashboards 

support employees and management at a farm. Data is 

captured in a cloud database where farmers keep ownership over the data at all times and are 

able to authorize supply chain partners to access the data. Based on the structured data we 

can add decision support models (e.g. growth models) for farmers and supply chain partners. 

With our solution ResearchResult, we support genetic and animal health companies in (clini-

cal) trails. In ResearchResult we have a full audit trail and apply animal testing regulations. 

The system supports selection of experimental units, inclusion, daily registration (feed, water, 

temperature, weight, medication, additives, et cetera).

ICR3ATE (by Manfred van der Voort - founder & CTO)

www.icr3ate.nl

ICR3ATE – Digital Makers Lab is a B2B one stop shop for design, 

collaboration and rapid prototyping in the field of mechanics, 

electronics and software in the Internet of Things era. The Digital 

Makers Lab is a high-tech workshop for professionals working on the development of connect-

ed products and services, independently or with support. The idea of this Digital Makers Lab 

started in 2014 and has been realized in 2015. Early 2017, we plan to open a physical labora-

tory. Nowadays, ICR3ATE has 2 business partners, 6 freelance helpers and a partner network.

The innovative capacity of ICR3ATE – Digital Makers Lab lies in the fact no function specializa-

tion is selected. Instead, we focus on specialization in 3 phases of product/service develop-

ment: Ideation, Specification and Prototyping. With this choice, we quickly realize a function-

ing prototype for a ‘Thing’, by combining Digital Fabrication techniques and high-end software 

platforms, such as IBM Watson. Another innovative element lies in our combination of com-

mission: do it yourself, make it together, let us make it. This mix leads to our unique position 

at the entry level of the Dutch B2B SME market and the generous Food Valley Region. 

For quite some time, I (Manfred van der Voort) have known Lucas Noldus as a successful  

entrepreneur. Lucas told me about the existence of i3B and after meeting Simon Haafs and  

attending an i3B event, I decided to participate in the 

i3B network. Why? Because being an architect and 

consultant for (technical) products and solutions, I can 

only provide value together with professionals and a 

high quality network of partners. For me, i3B is a place 

to meet likeminded. These encounters can potentially 

evolve in cooperation and collaboration. In the i3B 

network, I am hoping to find:

 Deepening and expansion of knowledge of high 

tech ICT player

 Likeminded, both inside and outside the field of 

technology

 Business partners

 Chances to do bigger assignments thanks to  

collaboration

http://www.icr3ate.nl
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Cortical Studios (by Martijn Rijnberg - founder & director) 
www.corticalstudios.com

Cortical Studios is an award-winning visual science agency that 

specializes in the production of custom-made medical and edu-

cational 3D animations films. With our academic background in 

the fields of biotechnology and molecular cell biology and our 

computer expertise we provide cutting edge 3D animation ser-

vices in order to improve communication in the life sciences. Cortical Studios was responsible 

for the development of the short films “Our Immune System” and “CLOSTAT - A Next Genera-

tion Probiotic”, both of which won several medals at the International New York Festivals 

(NYF). The films were also awarded at The Global Awards and at The Telly Awards.

In addition to these so-called pre-rendered animation films, we are exploring technologies 

such as virtual and augmented reality. We have developed the augmented reality App Corti-

cal Brain as a starting tool, to see if there is interest in the industry, and if we can develop it 

further using collaborations with universities or high-tech companies. This was initially one of 

the reasons why we have joined i3B. And also, to see if our 3D animation expertise would fit  

in other scientific projects of the i3B network. Cortical Brain vimeo.com/145395860

SODAQ 
www.sodaq.com

SODAQ stands for solar powered data acquisition. Our mission 

is to enable people and businesses to connect their devices to 

the internet efficiently and off-grid. We help you to stay ahead of 

the curve by getting the data you need, at just the right time. We are makers at heart and try to 

empower you the best we can, whether it is by giving product support, providing custom solu-

tions or simply advice! What drives us is the passion to create scalable electronics solutions 

that work anywhere. We have developed and implemented projects throughout developing 

countries, from Peru to Sri Lanka, and we will continue providing our work where we can have 

the highest impact.

For more information about SODAQ and its CEO Jan-Willem Smeenk, please read the topic  

‘In the spotlights: Jan Willem Smeenk’ at end of this newsletter.

Cortical Studios 
3D animations.

http://www.corticalstudios.com
http://vimeo.com/145395860
http://www.sodaq.com
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HAS University of Applied Sciences  
(by Prof. Lenny van Erp, UAS Precision Livestock Farming) 

www.hashogeschool.nl

HAS University of Applied Sciences is the education and knowledge 

center of the Southern Netherlands in the sectors agro, food and green 

environment. We are a medium-sized university, focusing on the triangle 

between students, teachers and business. We are committed, enterpri-

sing and a bit stubborn, and from this vision we focus on our core acti-

vities: education, knowledge transfer and knowledge development.

In knowledge development, our professors (UAS) play an important role. Research groups 

(consisting of a professor with a network of senior lecturers) link education, professional prac-

tice and applied research. From the research group Precision Livestock Farming we gladly join 

the i3B network. We hope to find partners in order to work together on projects in the field of 

Smart Farming. We would like to act as a link between science and practice. We prefer applied, 

innovative research, for instance where we perform validation studies for new sensors in the 

livestock sector or where data from sensors is translated into useful information for farmers. 

Besides, we like to think about developing new technology for the agricultural sector. In this, 

our extensive network in the primary sector is highly beneficial. We know exactly what farmers 

need and how we can exploit the latest technology in practice. 

Van Hall Larenstein, University of Applied Sciences 

www.hvhl.nl

A special University of Applied Sciences, that is definite-

ly what Van Hall Larenstein is. Our university has study 

programs and research themes that are mostly unique 

in the Netherlands and they always cover a special field 

of expertise. Sustainability and a great responsibility for the future of our planet are recurring 

items. As a university of applied sciences, we conduct high-quality practice-based research, 

which enhances both our teaching and our position as a research institute. As a research insti-

tute, we supply practice-based solutions for issues from national and international business 

and society. Alongside regular higher vocational study programs, we also provide master pro-

grams, postgraduate higher vocational training programs and courses for regional, national 

and international students.

Applied research as conducted by professors, researchers, lecturers and students of Van Hall 

Larenstein University of Applied Sciences, is always aimed at improving professional practice. 

The results of research should be applicable for companies and professionals in the public 

http://www.hashogeschool.nl
http://www.hvhl.nl
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sector. Having good relations with companies and institutions in and outside the region, we 

support them by providing innovative solutions to practical questions and sufficient highly 

trained professionals. Moreover, professorships contribute to the innovation of the curricu-

lum. Knowledge valorization is achieved through an interplay of theory and practice, leading 

towards innovation and development of knowledge.

The professorships of Van Hall Larenstein are harbored in three Applied Research Centers:

 Delta Areas and Resources 

 Food and Dairy

 Animals and Business

The research conducted at Van Hall Larenstein contributes to a more sustainable world. With 

the selected profile, we aim to establish long-term, sustainable relationships with a number  

of preferred partners. 

NLR: Netherlands Aerospace Centre 
www.nlr.nl

NLR is a leading international research centre for aerospace. Bolstered by its 

multidisciplinary expertise and unrivalled research facilities, NLR provides 

innovative and integral solutions for the complex challenges in the aerospace 

sector.

NLR’s activities span the full spectrum of Research Development Test & Evaluation (RDT & E). 

Given NLR’s specialist knowledge and facilities, companies turn to NLR for validation, verifica-

tion, qualification, simulation and evaluation. NLR thereby bridges the gap between research 

and practical applications, while working for both government and industry at home and 

abroad.

Founded in 1919, and employing some 650 people, NLR achieved a turnover of 73 million 

euros in 2015, of which three-quarters derived from contract research, and the remaining from 

government funds.

i3b participants news 

Prize winner at Measuring Behavior congress: Tracksys
At the Measuring Behavior 2016 congress, 25th – 27th of May 2016 in Dublin, i3B organized a 

demonstration showcase contest. The prize - sponsored by the European Commission - was 

€2.500,- funding to create a movie to promote the prototype. The criteria were: Quality of the 

presentation, Level of innovation, Usefullness of the idea to the field of measuring behavior, 

and Market potential. The demonstrations were judged by a jury consisting of the conference 

chairs, chair of the program committee, and the director of i3B. The number of contestants 

was 14. 

http://www.nlr.nl
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The winner of this contest was Tracksys with their demonstration ‘Integrated eye tracking and 

behavioral coding’. Our congratulations, Tracksys!

Check out the promotional video here: https://youtu.be/6icqJexmsvc 

i3b research & development projects

The i3B network initiates new Research & Development projects in the application domains 

health, food, security and mobility. The added value for knowledge institutes includes new 

collaborations with industry and research institutes in different disciplines, additional  

research budget, new PhD students and access to innovative equipment, resulting in scien-

tific knowledge. Companies benefit by connecting to science and funding for the develop- 

ment of innovative integrated ICT-based solutions that ultimately tackle societal challenges. 

The typical role of i3B companies in collaborative projects is the development of sensors, 

actuators, data acquisition systems, data analysis software, feedback systems and test appa-

ratus. The knowledge institutes provide insight in what to measure and how to interpret brain 

and behavior data. In addition, i3B has sophisticated laboratories and facilities for concept 

development, experimentation and field testing with end users. 

R&D news: i3B participates in NWO evaluation commission  
i3B participates in the evaluation commission of the NWO program ‘Human Capital: Profes-

sional Games for Professional Skills’. NWO aims to facilitate fruitful collaboration between 

scientists from a wide range of relevant disciplines, industry and public parties to address 

issues that have the promise to contribute to practice in the near future. The call will exploit 

and enrich professional gaming and virtual/augmented reality as tools for 

development, training, and maintenance of skills from secondary educa-

tion level onwards up to senior workers. Conflict of interest will be strictly 

avoided. 

Richard Lilley, managing director of Track-
sys Ltd in the promotional video awarded 
by i3B at MB2016.

https://youtu.be/6icqJexmsvc
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r&d projects overview 

i3B submitted several subsidy applications in programs like INTERREG, STW and EFRO.  

In these projects i3B Foundation is a partner, or at least two i3B members are part of the  

consortium. 

Here we highlight recently approved project proposals.

i3B participates in STW program NESTOR
Technology foundation STW has approved six big research programs leading to innovative 

technologies. The programs aim for an energy-efficient Internet of Things, healing arthrosis, 

more efficient protection against floods, better medical image support, new ways of taming 

light and a brain prosthesis enabling blind people to see again. STW provides approximately 

€17 million. Start-ups, SMEs and big organizations such as NXP, Philips, ASML and Thales 

invest over €8 million. 

One of the programs is NESTOR – NEuronal STimulation fOr Recovery of function. The main 

goal of this program is enabling blind people to see again. The NESTOR consortium includes 

neurobiologists and engineers specialized in micro-electronics and wireless appliances. They 

want to develop a prosthesis which stimulates blind people’s brain using micro-electrodes 

connected to a camera. To achieve this, the next four years the consortium will work on four  

research goals: an optimum design of the brain prosthesis, methods to provide wireless  

power to the prosthesis, ways of data transfer and algorithms in order to use minimum com-

puting power for maximum conversion from information by camera images to useful signals 

for the brain. This consortium contains among others i3B participants Elitac, Radboud Univer-

sity, ReSnap, TMSi and VicarVision. Program leader is dr. P.R. Roelfsema (Netherlands Institute 

for Neuroscience).

 Subsidy: €2.200.000,-

 Website: www.stw.nl/nl/content/p15-42-nestor-neuronal-stimulation-recovery-function 

MIND - Smart Glasses for Elderly
Smart Glasses can play an important role in addressing common problems for the elderly, 

particularly in regard to disorders that negatively impact mobility and independence. The 

most important disorders for which Smart Glasses can play an important role are Parkinson’s 

disease and visual impairment. The project partners combine the use of Smart Glasses with 

other sensors and movement support to help the visually impaired and patients with Parkin-

son’s in their daily life. Tasks such as movement and posture support, localization, object or 

person recognition, memory support and other cognitive tasks can be alleviated with the use 

of Smart Glasses. This improves patients’ quality of life and could reduce other complications 

and decrease the need for specialist care and hospitalization.

 Subsidy: €600.000,- (INTERREG)

 Partners: Cinoptics, SCMI, Beemo, Noldus IT, Donders Institute, University of Twente, 

University of Münster

 Website: www.mind-euregio.eu/showcases/preventie 

http://www.stw.nl/nl/content/p15-42-nestor-neuronal-stimulation-recovery-function
https://www.mind-euregio.eu/showcases/preventie/
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Tasty Bits and Bytes - 
Mixed Reality Technology to Enhance Dining Experiences
The current popularity of devices that offer augmented or virtual reality experiences, such 

as Oculus Rift, Google Glass, and Microsoft HoloLens, suggests that these technologies will 

become increasingly more commonplace in our daily lives. With this the question arises of 

how these mixed reality technologies will be of benefit to us in our day-to-day activities. One 

such activity that could take advantage of mixed reality technologies is the consumption of 

food and beverages. Considering the fact that the perception of food is highly multisensory, 

being not only governed by taste and smell, but to a strong degree by our visual, auditory and 

tactile senses, mixed reality technologies could be used to enhance our dining experiences. In 

the Tasty Bits and Bytes project we will explore the use of mixed reality technology to digitally 

(using visual, auditory, olfactory, and tactile stimuli) enhance the experience of consuming 

food and beverages

 Subsidy: €100.000,- (STW) 

 Partners: i3B, Unilever, University of Twente, Friesland-Campina, Noldus IT, Ons Eten en 

Drinken

 Proof of concept video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_f5yLWdirk&feature=youtu.be 

 Website: www.tastybitsandbytes.com 

SenSuit - Intelligent Firemen Suit
Firefighters are essential and inevitable to  

public safety; saving others’ life by placing 

themselves in great danger. Elitac is develop-

ing the SenSuit, a wearable device that enables 

a tactile communication between commander 

and firefighter making this hazardous work 

safer. Together with Fraunhofer Society, S-Gard 

and EagleScience, Elitac is working on a tracking and communication system that lets the 

commander localize firefighters in the building, and to communicate and coordinate them. 

The suit enables firefighters to sense this information continuously on their skin which  

ensures a decreased cognitive load and an increased situational awareness. 

 Subsidy: €250.000,- (Eurostars) 

 Partners: Elitac, EagleScience, Fraunhofer Society, S-Gard

 Website: www.elitac.nl/sensuit 

VetBioNet - Veterinary Biocontained Facility Network for Excellence in 
Animal Infectiology
VetBioNet is a European project that connects large research infrastructures. The project will 

form a network of facilities researching animal diseases (including diseases which can spread 

to humans) in secure facilities. It will develop new technologies for this that go considerably 

beyond the current state of the art as well as activities such as standardization of protocols 

and best practices as well as connecting with similar institutes outside Europe. In this pro-

ject, Noldus will develop new tools for remote monitoring of the animals’ health and welfare, 

reducing the need for people to enter highly contained facilities.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_f5yLWdirk&feature=youtu.be 
http://www.tastybitsandbytes.com
http://www.elitac.nl/sensuit 
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 Subsidy: €9.900.000,- (Horizon 2020) 

 Partners: This is a large project with 30 partners. It is led by the French research institute 

INRA, with European partners from the Netherlands, Denmark, UK, Spain, Czech Repub-

lic, Poland, and Italy as well as partners from a number of other countries (Kenya, USA, 

Australia and Canada). i3B partners: WUR, Noldus IT. 

 Website: www.noldus.com/projects/VetBioNet 

Grazing-Space -  
Combining GPS Satellite with Imaging Data: Ideal Place to Graze Cows
Together with the research organizations Alterra and Wageningen University & Research, 

Noldus IT will carry out a feasibility study into the concept of using GPS to detect when the 

cow’s behavior indicates that the grass is not optimal (for example searching behavior) and 

then using satellite imagery to determine the best fresh grass to send the cows to. Ideally that 

process could be fully automated, saving the farmer labor and tipping the financial balance in 

favor of outdoor grazing for the cows. This project is funded by the European Space Agency.

 Subsidy: €100.000,- (ESA) 

 Partners: Noldus IT, Wageningen University & Research

 Website: www.noldus.com/projects/GrazingSpace 

DAISY2 - Using Radar to Predict the Weather for Farmers
DAISY2 is (as the name implies) a follow-up to the successful DAISY project. In DAISY, a radical 

new type of radar was developed and brought to a prototype stage. In DAISY2 the develop-

ment will be completed and tested in a number of scenarios. Noldus will evaluate how useful 

it is for tracking people and animals in a number of differ-

ent applications of varying technical complexity and market 

application such as people in museums, shopping centers 

and animals on ecoducts or in precision agriculture. Radar 

potentially has a number of advantages over current track-

ing methods, including:

 Complete anonymity, privacy guaranteed

 Many and varying number of subjects at the same time

 No tags are needed

 No expensive infrastructure such as UWB beacons

 Scalable for relatively large areas

 Works both inside and outside

 Subsidy: €2.000.000,- (EFRO)

 Partners: Thales Netherlands (project leader), TNO, Noldus IT, Wageningen UR and others. 

 Website: www.noldus.com/projects/DAISY-2     

COMBINE
COMBINE stands for: Community driven Model Based Intelligent systems Engineering. Previ-

ous RAAK-SME projects ‘Fast&Curious’ and ‘SMARTcode’ resulted in a community of compa-

nies and knowledge institutes around HAN tools for model based development of control sys-

tems. Initially, the consortium focused on the prototype phase. Nowadays, the focus changed 

http://www.noldus.com/projects/VetBioNet
http://www.noldus.com/projects/GrazingSpace 
http://www.noldus.com/projects/DAISY-2
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towards series production. To date, the HAN tools target the modelling of control algorithms. 

Since the advantages of this technology are acknowledged and used by the SME partners, the 

ambition rises to introduce similar support for modelling the system that has to be controlled. 

Such an addition to the tools completes the support for a full-scale model based workflow. 

This results in a central demand by SMEs for knowledge and tools, in order to realize system 

models in a quick, high quality and cheap way towards optimal integration in the process of 

development. With the deliverables from COMBINE – tools, development process and pre-

competitive collaboration – existing solutions for SMEs are enriched in the field of system 

modelling and are directly shared in a growing community with a large application area. 

 Subsidy: €300.000,- (RAAK)

 Partners: HAN, Noldus IT, Demcon, and others (see website below) 

 Website: http://blog.han.nl/cvvo/raak-mkb-aanvraag-combine-gehonoreerd/ 

PhenoLab
The PhenoLab is a test lab based at the CARUS animal facilities of Wageningen University & 

Research and has been developed by i3B partners WUR, Noldus IT and Dorset Identification. 

The lab combines three different systems for phenotyping: 

1. Traditional video recording for behavioral observations with The Observer software 

2. Automatic video tracking with EthoVision software 

3. Ultra-wideband (UWB) tracking with Ubisense tags and TrackLab software 

The PhenoLab project started in January 2016 and aimed 

to develop methods for automatic monitoring of location, 

activity and proximity in group-housed laying hens. The 

project was funded within the Breed4Food Bright Ideas 

Call, with funding from the Top sector Agri-Food and from 

the Breed4Food companies (Hendrix Genetics, Cobb,  

Topigs Norsvin and CRV). For animal breeders, it is of capi-

tal importance to be able to collect phenotypic data on an 

individual level, even when animals are housed in group 

housing, creating a strong market demand for phenotyping 

tools. The PhenoLab project set out to develop methods 

for automatic phenotyping (= characterization) at the  

individual level in group-housed animals.

We now investigate the expansion of the field lab: PhenoLab 2.0 – Expanding possibilities for 

automated tracking. We see scope for expanding the PhenoLab with extra sensors or more 

advanced versions of our current hardware and/or software and two enable work on a wider 

range of animals (pigs, cows). We have identified partners to work on the EFRO fieldlab  

subsidy. 

If you are interested to join, please contact jp.meijering@i3b.org 

http://blog.han.nl/cvvo/raak-mkb-aanvraag-combine-gehonoreerd/ 
mailto:jp.meijering%40i3b.org?subject=PhenoLab
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business development

i3B acts as a matchmaker between its participants and end-users in relevant domains and  

industry sectors, in order to bring supply and demand in our field together. For participants, 

i3B is exploring different formats: matchmaking events, seminars, publications, exhibits, 

booth sharing at conferences to increase exposure without increasing cost, etc. 

Business development
Please inform us on organizations that are looking for (integrated) ICT solutions for Brain, 

Body & Behavior. i3B can organize a match-matching event, like the upcoming event “i3B 

meets MARIN”. Please inform us on the conferences or tradeshows you would like to attend, 

where we can set up a joint i3B proposition with other i3B members. 

Subsidy programs
i3B was present and presented the network at several meetings related to subsidy programs, 

for example ITEA3, INTERREG Germany-Netherlands, Eurostars, EFRO, etc.

events

Scientific Advisory Board & i3B Café, 29th of September 2016
This year, new i3B participant Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences provided the loca-

tion for the SAB/i3B Café events. The meetings were a great success, with over 40 SAB 

members, i3B participants and audience. Besides presentations by Rob Heinsbroek and Cees 

Vervoorn, regarding the National Science Agenda (NWO), 9 i3B participants pitched their pro-

ject ideas for the audience to establish new collaborations. Moreover, Jacomine Ravensbergen 

introduced Amsterdam University 

of Applied Sciences, Faculty Sports 

& Nutrition and Liesbeth Luijendijk 

(Wageningen UR) presented the Per-

sonalized Nutrition & Health program. 

At the subsequent i3B Café, guest 

speaker Luc van Agt (training physiolo-

gist at PSV Eindhoven and the Dutch 

national football team), presented 

how data (wellness data, training data 

and match data) contribute to the 

optimization of soccer training in the 

21st century. 

i3B Annual Symposium, 24th of November 2016
This year’s symposium was built around the theme of Smart Cities and an Active Lifestyle. 

More than 70 guests attended the afternoon with renowned speakers, product demos, 

research posters, a panel discussion and lots of opportunities to network. Guest speaker Ger 

Baron (CTO, municipality of Amsterdam) showed how the city of Amsterdam supports citizens 

i3B welcomes new participants, from left to right: Tjalling Huis-
man (VHL), Ben Kröse (HvA) Jacomine Ravensbergen (HvA), Lucas 
Noldus (i3B chairman/Noldus IT), Nathalie van Schie (TNO), Simon 
Haafs (Director i3B)
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in an active lifestyle using smart solutions. Jan-Peter Larsen (Director Sense Health & Sense 

Labs BV), talked about how his company specializes in using readily-available sensory data 

for smart coaching: providing health care tailored to individual patients’ needs. Speaker Henri 

Bal (Professor Computer Science, VU Amsterdam) talked about the SWAN-project, which aims 

at building a scalable and robust sensing framework for smartphones. Last but not least, Koen 

Breedveld (Director Mulier Institute and Professor Sport Sociology and Sport Policy, Radboud 

University) focused on behavior change in an active lifestyle, considering differences between 

education levels, age and other variables influencing behavior towards an active lifestyle. 

calendar of events 

Events, symposia relevant for the ICT for Brain, Body and Behavior network are listed on our 

website (www.i3b.org/calendar-overview). Please send your event or the event where you will 

be present with a booth to info@i3b.org. i3B will add these events/conferences to the calen-

dar including a reference to the i3B participant that you can meet at the conference. By doing 

so, we create a comprehensive overview of relevant conferences and events for the network.

i3B meets Wageningen University & Research –  
Animal Sciences Group (ASG)
An ‘’i3B meets WUR ASG’’ matchmaking event is organ-

ized on one of the pre-selected dates 23 February, 2 or 

3 March 2017. The Animal Sciences Group aims to be 

world leading in animal sciences based on scientific 

excellences in biology, ecology and zootechnology. 

The primary focus is to understand the functioning and 

performance of animals in nature, domestically and 

in production systems. Some topics for collaborative 

research and development between WUR ASG and i3B 

are:

 Technology for Precision Livestock Farming

 Telemetry for remote monitoring of animal health and welfare

i3B Symposium Panel Discussion with Jan Peter Larsen 
(Sense Health & Sense Labs), Joey van der Bie (HvA), 
Manfred van der Voort (ICR3ATE), Henri Bal (VU), Koen 
Breedveld (Mulier Institute), Lilian Beijer (HAN).

i3B Symposium demo booths and networking in progress.

WUR ASG strip sensors on a cow’s neck, ear 
and leg.

http://www.i3b.org/calendar-overview
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 Food, brain and behavior relationships in animal models

 Biomechanics, functional morphology and behavior of mammals, fish and insects

 Mouse models for diet-related and age-related diseases

This event will have a similar structure as the i3B meets Thales, AISS or MARIN events, as 

some of you are already familiar with. WUR ASG will present her ambitions and challenges and 

i3B participants can pitch their solutions in an afternoon event. The meeting will have an infor-

mal setting with pre-registered participants. WUR ASG will present project ideas and consortia 

with space for new involvement of partners. i3B partners will present their technology based 

solutions and project ideas. The potential dates for the event are 23 February, 2 of 3 March 

2017. If you are interested to participate, please send an email to info@i3b.org. Participants 

will receive a separate email. 

Scientific Advisory Board 2017
Invited Scientific Advisory Board members & i3B participants

Date Friday 14th of February 2017  

Location  Utrecht (same location as NeurotechNL matchmaking event)

Time 13h - 14h Scientific Advisory Board

Register info@i3b.org

Agenda  

1. Opening  

2. Healthy Lifestyle innovation agenda  

3. Celebrate new i3B participants 

4 Closure SAB meeting 

The Scientific Advisory Board will meet at the same location as the NIHC Matchmaking event 

NeurotechNL

NeurotechNL 2017
Invited Open for all audience

Date Friday 14th of February 2017

Location  Utrecht 

Time 09h – 13h

Register info@i3b.org 

We have seen a lot of interest by i3B participants. Projects will include, but are not limited to:

1) New methods to control aberrant brain activity to improve the condition of patients with 

epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and psychiatric diseases, 

2) Prosthetic approaches that allow paralyzed patients to communicate with the outside 

world, that allow blind patients to see and that restore cognitive functions lost to trauma 

or neurodegenerative diseases.

 More details will follow soon. 

mailto:info%40i3b.org?subject=i3B%20meets%20WUR%20ASG
mailto:info%40i3b.org?subject=Scientific%20Advisory%20Board%202017
mailto:info%40i3b.org?subject=NeurotechNL%202017
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organization of the i3b network

Introduction by i3B Marketing Communications expert
In August 2016, i3B has expanded her staff with a Marketing Communications expert. A short 

introduction:

‘My name is Jan-Pieter Meijering, I am a Communication Scientist special-

ized in Media, Communication and Persuasion. I have been working for i3B 

since August 2016, learning a lot about the i3B network, our participants, 

subsidy calls and R&D projects, et cetera. I am very honored to work for the 

i3B network, because I feel in this way I can contribute to a brighter future of 

the world in essential domains such as Food, Health, Mobility and Security. Furthermore, sci-

ence is my passion and I am always interested in the latest technology. I am looking forward to 

learn more about the broad world of ICT, Brain, Body & Behavior and to meet i3B participants 

at our events in the future. My ambition is to help i3B become the largest independent network 

of high-tech companies and knowledge institutes.’ 

It is possible for i3B participants to utilize the services of our Marketing Communications staff 

at a reduced fee, please contact simon.haafs@i3b.org for more information. 

in the spotlight

In this newsletter, we direct the i3B spotlight on Jan Willem Smeenk, CEO at SODAQ.

Who is Jan Willem Smeenk?

Jan Willem Smeenk is an early Internet pioneer who has been active in 

the world of Information Technology since 1982. He has been one of the 

founders of Booking.com in 1994, but because Jan Willem’s passion is 

in creating new concepts within the possibilities provided by the latest 

technology, he sold his share of the company 6 years later.

In 1998, Jan Willem was stationed in Tanzania by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to work 

on building the first Internet connectivity in Tanzania as Chief Technical Advisor at the Univer-

sity of Dar es Salaam. When he came back to the Netherlands (2010), Jan Willem saw new 

opportunities on the upcoming technology of the Internet of Things.

The Internet of what?

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) is that a large number of objects, devices, vehicles, 

buildings, people and animals will end up being online and connected with each other. These 

connected objects collect and exchange data, resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and 

economic benefit. From refrigerators to planes, wearables and other sensing devices, resulting 

in smart homes, smart cities, smart transport, smart farming, et cetera.

So many research and innovation opportunities are available, not only for those who manu-

facture these sensor systems, but also for the companies that are currently building the 

networks that allow them to talk to each other and process all of the data the IoT generates. 

mailto:simon.haafs%40i3b.org?subject=Marketing%20Communication
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The research community and a high number of European startups are leading the pack when 

it comes to innovation and connecting almost everything in our lives. There are however also 

challenges to tackle affairs like regulation, privacy, security, interoperability, market fragmen-

tation and finding the right business models.

What can Jan Willem do with this IoT?

After his return in the Netherlands and still passionate about creating concepts using the 

latest technology, Jan Willem specialized in the autonomous IoT. A tough job, considering 

the word ‘autonomous’: this means no power through plugs or batteries that have to be re-

charged, but a device that can continue to work for at least a year without the need of recharg-

ing or replacing batteries frequently. From this point of view, the SODAQ ONE was born; a solar 

powered, autonomous and sustainable IoT device, connecting itself via the LoRa or other Low 

Power Wide Area networks. But why is this so important? Because through IoT, measuring and 

collecting data can happen autonomously, constantly and precisely. An example: in winter, 

salt is spread on Dutch roads to prevent these from becoming dangerously slippery. In the 

Netherlands, there is approximately 150.000 kilometers of roads, and only about 300 road-

temperature measuring points. This means one measuring point every 500 kilometers, leading 

to roads being covered in salt when it isn’t freezing and roads that are slippery because they 

haven’t been served by a salt truck. The reason for this is that the costs of a traditional meas-

uring point is about €30K. With SODAQ’s autonomous devices costing about €200,- it would 

easily be possible to measure road temperature every 5 kilometers instead of every 500, at the 

same costs and without polluting the environment with unnecessary salt spreading.

What exactly can SODAQ offer?

SODAQ ONE is an autonomous IoT device that has initially been invented as location tracker 

for rhino’s in African wildlife reserves. Another application is a ‘panic button’ for elderly. Panic 

buttons have been around before, but limited to the retirement home where the individual 

wearing the button was living. This contributed to fear to leave the retirement home, keeping 

the elderly who rely on wearing a panic button to leave their homes. With SODAQ ONE techno-

logy, it is possible to use the panic button everywhere in the Netherlands. It can even work on 

a single battery for over a year! 

These are just examples of the countless ways SODAQ ONE technology can be used, (some-

times with small adjustments) this tiny device can tackle huge problems!

Why did SODAQ decide to join i3B?

SODAQ’s core business lies in developing software and hardware to build an autonomous 

IoT. Through IoT, SODAQ can translate a problem into a solution. Still, matchmaking is critical: 

SODAQ doesn’t know about our problems, and we don’t know (yet) about the solution SODAQ 

could provide. SODAQ works a lot with proof of concepts and prototypes.

The ambition is to move the focus more towards production. SODAQ has joined i3B to be 

confronted with problems in different fields and to contribute to solutions. SODAQ is always 

interested in new business ideas and tries to broaden its horizon through involvement in a 

wider variety of industries and markets: after all, how could one know there’s a market for 

measuring road temperature or tracking African wildlife if they never heard about existence  

of such problems?
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Golden tip by Jan Willem Smeenk

Don’t try to think outside the box, because the box doesn’t exist. Always stay open and stay 

critical upon everything you are confronted with. Dropping your boundaries (i.e. by not always 

believing all information provided to you is true or by seeing limitations as challenges) makes 

you able to see clearly where others are blinded.

Please send us a recommendation of someone you would like to see in the spotlight of our next 

newsletter. Send us a recommendation of a person you would like to see in the spotlight of our 

next i3B newsletter.
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